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Instructions

1) Research current publicly available analyses of disk encryption software.
2) Download, install, and describe software BestCrypt by Jetico Inc. (BC).
3) Explore and evaluate the security implications inherent in BC's user interface.
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Abstract

The thesis provides a security analysis of BestCrypt. BestCrypt is a software that allows users to encrypt their files and folders. The analysis focuses on the key generation process, the cryptographic processes and the overall security of the application.
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Almost anyone has sometimes encountered the problem of having some important files on their computer and wanting to be sure that these files are accessible only by them even if someone stole the computer. There are many solutions to this problem and one of them is a software called BestCrypt developed by Jetico Inc.

BestCrypt is the focus of this thesis. It is introduced along with its features and the ideas behind it. All the important information about the principle of achieving the security of the confidential files is explained in detail, but the main idea is the same as in most of the similar software – using cryptography.

The main problem with such software is that the user who decides to use it needs to trust that the developers created a reliable and secure software and that he is really the only one who can access the data he chose to protect. A common concern is the question whether the software does not contain some sort of back door to allow some powerful third party access when requested, for any reason.

Therefore, companies who want their data security software to be trustworthy need to provide some means for enabling anyone to convince themselves that the product is secure. Security analysis can then be performed by individual users or, more often, by professionals. What do the analyses look for and how do they prove or disprove the credibility of the product they examine is explained as well.

Some companies decide to make the source codes publicly available. Anyone can then look at them, look up the part he is interested in and see how it really works. Jetico chose a different way to enable its users to validate the security of BestCrypt by themselves: they provided the BestCrypt Development Kit (BDK).

BDK is a library which contains all the encryption, decryption and key generation processes. It describes data structures defining the representation of data it works with and functions to execute the important cryptographic operations.
The main aim of this thesis is to perform a security analysis of BestCrypt. The analysis examines three main parts of the application. It analyses the key generation process and its security, verifies the correctness of the supported encryption algorithms and examines the overall security of the software.

The whole process of securing data confidentiality is deeply analysed and reimplemented using a well-known cryptographic tool to demonstrate that the used algorithms work the same way as they should and yield the same results.

Besides cryptography, BestCrypt is analysed partially from the user’s point of view. The focus is on areas like the resistance against options that could lead to a weak protection, the password strength and management or the random number generation. The BDK is used whenever possible.

The analysis re-implements the encryption algorithms to prove their correctness. Any implementation specific issues and things that differ from the expected behaviour are mentioned and explained. In the end, Jetico’s security claims are compared with the analysis results and a final decision is made.
Chapter 1

State-of-the-art

This chapter focuses on the current situation of security analyses of file encryption software. It lists several important security analyses while focusing on their aim, approach and findings. This information helps to understand possible ways of analysing such software and their advantages and differences.

Analysing the security of this kind of software is of great importance. Any company that creates such software should provide some way to enable anyone to verify for themselves that they are satisfied with the product. The easiest way to do so is to make the source code public, yet not every company can or wants to do so. If the source code is not made available, some other way to provide enough ground to allow a security analysis should be taken.

Several analyses of a similar software TrueCrypt [6] are the best source. TrueCrypt serves the same purpose as BestCrypt. It helps users to secure their files. The authors of TrueCrypt remained anonymous and that was one of the reasons that led to the creation of Open Crypto Audit Project (OCAP) [7], a project that decided to fully analyse the software and evaluate its security. TrueCrypt developers agreed to make their source codes publicly available.

After some time, there appeared a warning on the official TrueCrypt website declaring that “Using TrueCrypt is not secure as it may contain unfixed security issues”. This raised even more effort to further analyse the software as mentioned in the article by Matthew Green, one of the OCAP leaders [8].

Some possibly unknown terms are used in this chapter. All of them are explained in chapter 2. For a basic understanding of how TrueCrypt works, the article by Vlastimil Klíma [9] could be helpful. It does not go into detail, but it provides a solid overview of the software.

1.1 TrueCrypt with an attack on keyfile algorithm

One of the first TrueCrypt analyses is the one focusing on the Linux version of TrueCrypt. The same organization performed private analyses of previous versions and published the one focusing on version 7.0a [10].
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Its focus is wide, ranging from general code inspection to encryption algorithms examination. The authors started by a detailed description on how to build the program under Linux and Windows operating systems. Since they analysed previous versions, they were able to use their own findings and compare their data with the version 7.0a.

Since TrueCrypt source codes are publicly available, the first part of the analysis consists of fully examining the source codes statically. Since the authors had previous version’s source codes as well, the main focus was on the parts that differed from the older versions.

A program for analysing the headers of TrueCrypt containers was created as a part of the analysis and published with its source code. Its usage is described in the analysis report. The authors created test containers using all available algorithms at least once. They tested hidden containers as well. No backdoors or mistakes were discovered in the container encryption or its header format.

Besides some minor issues, an increased amount of iterations when processing the password was suggested. No weakness was found in the implementation of the encryption modes either while the main focus was the XTS mode.

The hidden container functionality was tested as well and found completely secure. The random number generator was found secure when used properly. The flaw the authors mention is that while the randomness originates from mouse movement, the user is not able to see the random generation progress and can end the process too early. They also suggest disabling the feature to allow the user to see the actual generated bytes since an attacker with access to the monitor could intercept it.

There is an anomaly connected with random data filling mentioned. On Linux computers, a specific area is filled with zero bytes while on Windows it contains random data. The authors proved that this is not a backdoor through the source code analysis.

A major flaw was found in the keyfile algorithm. The authors discovered a way to modify the keyfiles so that they do not affect the password at all. When a weak password is used (or none at all), this can lead to a successful attack. However, no container not using keyfiles is affected by this flaw in any way.

A fundamental problem was found in the relation between the binaries available from the TrueCrypt website and the source codes that were published. The issue was that the hash of the binaries compiled from the source codes did not match with the one of the provided binaries. However, this issue was not further analysed.

This security analysis represents a very complex approach. It analyzes the whole software as it is based mainly on the source codes and covers topics like the compilation process and the license distribution. It presents possible issues while not forgetting the strong secured parts it verified and classified as
1.2 TrueCrypt Security Assessment

This is the first analysis performed by the Open Crypto Audit Project. The report [11] offered a great summary of what the audit had been examining and what it found.

Unlike the previous analysis, this one focuses strictly on the source code itself. Its goal is to find and examine any weaknesses that could lead to attacks like elevation of privilege or information disclosure. The parts of the code the analysis focuses on are the bootloader and Windows kernel driver. Some parts of the code are intentionally left out. The examined version is TrueCrypt 7.1a. The authors used public automated tools, manual test techniques and performed a source code review.

Overall, 11 possible vulnerabilities were found, four of them rated as medium severity, four as low severity and three as informational. The majority of these issues were connected with data exposure and data validation. The analysis also defines what exactly each of the severity categories means and explains the categories the issues were divided into based on the area they are associated with.

Based on the report, the source code did not meet the expected standards for secure code. The authors mention problems like lack of comments, usage of deprecated functions or inconsistent variable types. They also advise against using checksums in place of hash functions or HMAC.

Aside from listing the findings, the authors also mention their recommendations to improve TrueCrypt. These are mainly updating the build environment and improving the source code quality.

This analysis goes into more detail when describing the vulnerabilities. After introducing them, it explains each one in detail, suggests how an exploit could happen and offers recommendation on how to solve the issue. In some cases it even highlights the problematic parts of the code.

The last part of the analysis focuses on the source code quality. It mentions issues like signed and unsigned variables mismatch or inconsistent integer variable types and provides highlighted source code parts where such issues can be seen. The unnecessarily complicated and long functions are mentioned too.

This approach provides significant results. It is important to know whether the code itself is vulnerable to attacks of any kind. It consists of static analysis methods since the source code is examined and the application does not need to run. There are many great tools to perform static analysis that can be used to help the process. As seen in this case, it is not necessary to examine
the whole software. Analysing only a few important or possibly weak parts is sufficient if it provides reasonable results.

1.3 TrueCrypt Cryptographic Review

This analysis [12] is the second one that the Open Crypto Audit Project performed. Its structure is very similar to the first one.

It focuses strictly on the cryptographic processes. The authors analysed the source code statically again to discover any vulnerabilities that could lead to a possible attack to break or bypass the cryptographic operations.

Overall, 4 issues were found, two of high severity and one of low. The remaining issue’s severity was undetermined. Since the first analysis did not find any vulnerabilities rated higher than medium, this one discovered two important issues. Similar to the first analysis, for each issue an exploit scenario is offered while providing specific tips on how to solve the issue.

Similar to the analysis 1.1, issues with the keyfile algorithm as well as the improper data integrity checks using checksums are mentioned in this report. The recommendations the authors suggested are simplifying the application logic, additional error handling and improvements to the code quality.

One high-severity-rated issue is connected to the random number generator. The analysis discovered an improper call to one of the Windows API functions that could in some cases lead to a failure that would not be noted by TrueCrypt. The impact would be weaker random numbers and possibly an option for a brute force attack. The other major vulnerability was found in some of the AES algorithm implementations that were found vulnerable to the cache-timing attacks [13].

Compared to the analysis 1.1, it is safe to say that both reports indicate the same results. Since both analyses were done on different versions and the latter was performed 4 years after the first, these issues apparently persisted in the software.

To summarize this approach, it is a very specifically focused one. Similar to the analysis 1.2, it takes only a part of the application to examine. Cryptography is without a doubt one of the essential parts of such software and it deserves an analysis dedicated only to it. As proved in this analysis, it can provide significant results.

1.4 Security Analysis of TrueCrypt

Probably the most comprehensive analysis [14] is the one performed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Secure Information Technology. The main reason for this analysis was the warning that appeared on the TrueCrypt official website as mentioned earlier. Since there is other software that originates
from TrueCrypt, such as Trusted Disk, any errors found in TrueCrypt could be there as well.

The focus is the software as a whole. Part of the analysis is based on the results of the Open Crypto Audit Project. Besides that it tests the cryptographic processes, the code quality, documentation and architecture. It uses the previous analyses reports, the source code review and automated static analysis tools.

First of all, it defines the differences between versions 7.0a and 7.1a (the versions that the previously mentioned analyses were based on). The code differs in two areas. Outdated encryption algorithms were removed as a command line option and choosing the files for the keyfile algorithm ignores hidden files.

The authors provide their own notes to the findings of both the Open Crypto Audit Project analyses. They confirm the presence of all the findings and agree with the previous classifications and results.

The cryptographic processes are tested using an open source cryptographic library libgcrypt [15]. The goal behind it is to ensure that the algorithms work correctly (meaning the output data from TrueCrypt encryption match the one from libgcrypt). Detailed examination is dedicated to the random number generator and the key derivation process.

It provides additional information besides the analysis itself. Some sections are dedicated to the explanation of related attacks and their techniques. The automated tools for static code analysis are explained as well.

The analysis covers the whole application including the hidden containers, the boot code and the TrueCrypt driver. The weak code spots analysis similar to the one performed in 1.2 is included as well. In addition to what the previous analyses reported, this analysis mentions unnecessarily complicated application logic. It provides a list of too complicated functions and even identifies code duplicities.

This approach is the most robust one. Every aspect of the application is examined and evaluated. It is not always possible to perform such complex analysis due to lack of resources, yet it often provides all the results that are expected from a security analysis.

### 1.5 BitLocker Security Analysis

The TrueCrypt website currently offers only a tutorial on how to migrate from TrueCrypt to BitLocker. BitLocker is a Microsoft Windows feature for disk encryption included in some versions of the operating system. Fraunhofer Institute performed a security analysis of BitLocker too, focusing on attacking its boot process [16].

The authors focus on the boot process. Rather than implementing an attack or examining source code, they examine some possibly vulnerable scen-
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arios and describe how an attack could be executed in theory. Overall, six
possible ways of gaining unauthorized access to the confidential data via ma-
ipulating the boot process are mentioned.

Besides a brief description of BitLocker, the analysis offers the description
of the attacks it proposes. Each attack scenario is described and its require-
ments and impact are discussed. A special section is devoted to discussing the
vulnerability causes and contribution factors in general.

In the end, this analysis does not present a specific issue but rather provides
a basis for further examination. Issues like the attack implementation difficulty
or how to prevent them are left for further analysis. The authors themselves
claim they plan to continue in their research related to BitLocker.

This approach did not provide security proof, but rather a basis another
analyses can build on. Overall, presenting possible attacks can be very useful
if the scenarios would be examined more deeply.

1.6 **Summary and further direction**

No security analysis of BestCrypt itself was mentioned. The reason for it is
that none has been published yet. Only discussions and articles were pub-
lished, but none went into some details. There were speculations about issues
like parts of the password being stored inside the container in plain text form,
but they were all confirmed false [17].

Based on the mentioned analyses, several different approaches were presen-
ted and explained. The security analysis does not need to cover every aspect
and can focus only on an important part. It can point out weaknesses or
design attacks against its target to prove a vulnerability.

Every analysis needs to provide a conclusion where it summarizes its find-
ings. The importance and risk of these findings should be evaluated and, in
the best case, solutions offered.

The problem with BestCrypt analysis is that the source code is not public.
However, that issue is partially solved by the BDK that was designed to allow
analysing the security. This analysis is based on it and analyses three main
areas – the key generation, the encryption correctness and the overall security
from the user’s point of view.
BestCrypt is a software designed to provide additional security for any important files on disk. Using cryptographic techniques it offers protection for any sensitive information such as private correspondence, secret documents or any other data that the user decides to keep confidential for any reason.

The main principle is the following: the user is allowed to create a container, a file representing an encrypted disk image. This file can be mounted to a virtual drive that will be managed by BestCrypt. When done, it can be used as a standard drive. New files can be added and existing files can be edited or removed. The container file contains data in encrypted form even while it is mounted, so the data are always secured. Upon dismounting, any remaining changes are written to the container file and the container becomes inaccessible again.

Creating a container requires one to create a password associated with it. Knowing the correct password is the necessary step to access container data, otherwise the container cannot be mounted or accessed. There is no way to recover a forgotten password, such as a safety question or any other similar mechanism. Once the password is forgotten, the data is not accessible in any way.

One container can have more than one password associated with it. That allows multiple users to access the same data without knowing each other’s password. Passwords can be managed (added, removed or changed) at any time after the container creation.

BestCrypt allows the user to choose the parameters of the container encryption mechanism. This includes the encryption algorithm, the encryption mode, the key generator and the hash algorithm. Three possible encryption schemes are available: password based encryption, public key encryption and the secret-sharing scheme. The password based encryption is the only considered scheme further on, since it is the most common used one.

Table 2.1 shows the default available algorithms and modes. It is not a complete list because more can be added using the BestCrypt Plug-in Man-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enc. Mode</th>
<th>CBC</th>
<th>LRW</th>
<th>XTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Supported encryption algorithms and their encryption modes.

ager. It is even possible to develop a new algorithm and use it for the containers encryption.

### 2.1 Data manipulation process

BestCrypt uses the approach known as *transparent encryption* [18]. It means, that when reading from the virtual drive, only the requested data are decrypted in memory and when writing, the data to be written are encrypted and stored into the container file. This method leads to the data being stored in the container in the encrypted form at all times.

In practice, it is done in the following way. BestCrypt Driver intercepts any I/O operation directed towards a device managed by BestCrypt and performs the necessary encryption or decryption in addition. Therefore, when reading, the driver reads the requested data from the container file, decrypts it and passes it out as the result. Similarly, when writing, the driver first encrypts the data and then writes it into the container file.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.1: BestCrypt realisation of the transparent encryption [1].

Another result of this is that any application can use the container data in the most simple way. When the password is verified and the container is mounted, there is no more authentication required. Since the BestCrypt Driver intercepts all the I/O commands directed towards the mounted con-
2.2 The encryption modes

Three encryption modes, often known as block cipher operation modes, are supported, though not every algorithm is available for every mode. The relation between ciphers and the supported modes for them can be seen in table 2.1. All of the operation modes are briefly described in this section.

2.2.1 CBC

The first and probably the best known supported operation mode is the Cipher block chaining mode [19]. Images 2.2 and 2.3 show the encryption and decryption schemes.

![CBC mode encryption scheme](image)

Figure 2.2: CBC mode encryption scheme [2].

The disadvantage of this encryption scheme is that it allows only sequential processing. Every block can be encrypted only with the knowledge of the previous encrypted block. Therefore, encrypting larger amount of data can take significantly more time than using the other modes. In addition, if any bit of the plaintext (or IV) is corrupted, it does not only affects the current ciphertext block, but all the following blocks too, because the corrupted ciphertext block is being propagated further.

On the other hand, decryption can be done in parallel, because the correct plaintext block can be recovered from two consecutive ciphertext blocks. While decrypting, the corrupted ciphertext block affects only the current and the following block. Therefore, with the correct key and one incorrect ciphertext block, only two plaintext blocks will be decrypted incorrectly.

Because of the fact that a correct block of plaintext can be obtained from two consecutive ciphertext blocks, the mode itself is often modified by other mechanisms, such as propagating the IV or processed blocks forward to af-
flect a wider area of data. The most common modifications are PCBC and CBCC [20].

2.2.2 LRW

The Liskov, Rivest, Wagner mode [21] is an example of a tweakable cipher. It uses two keys: encryption key $K$ and an additional key (tweak) $F$. The tweak serves in the place of an IV in the CBC mode. $K$ is the key the block cipher uses and $F$ is a key of the length of a block. The encryption of a block $P$ with index $I$ into block $C$ is defined as follows

$$X = F \oplus I$$

$$C = E_K(P \oplus X) \oplus X$$

All the operations are done in $GF(2^k)$, where $k$ is the length of the block. From the encryption rules, it is obvious that no two blocks are mutually dependent. The encryption of one block requires only the computation of the correct value $X$ based on the tweak. The decryption rules would be similar, replacing the encryption for decryption and reversing the process.

2.2.3 XTS

The XTS mode [22] represents another tweakable cipher. It is a mode designed specifically for disk encryption purposes. It differs from the previous modes in using two keys, both for encryption. One key is used to encrypt the sector number, the second one is used for the remaining encryption operations. Mathematically, the encryption rules for encrypting block $j$ with keys $K_1$ and $K_2$ of sector $i$ are the following

$$X = E_{K_2}(i) \oplus \alpha^j$$

$$C = E_{K_1}(P \oplus X) \oplus X$$

The element $\alpha$ is the primitive element in $GF(2^{128})$. Again, each block can be encrypted independently, except for the last two where ciphertext stealing takes place. The size of key $K_2$ is the same as the size of a block, $K_1$ is the key for the block cipher.
2.3 Algorithm drivers and keys

Each encryption algorithm is represented by a driver. The reason for it is that drivers are located in kernel mode, so they are not easily accessible from user mode. Therefore, each driver offers the implementation of one specific algorithm and each functionality is requested via communication with that driver.

It was said in the beginning that a password is necessary for creating a container. Similarly, a cryptographic key is required to decrypt container
data. This key is derived from the password and other parameters upon the container creation. With the knowledge of the key, one can decrypt the whole container even without knowing the password. The method of how the key is generated is described in chapter 4 in detail.

To protect the generated key, BestCrypt uses an approach that guarantees the key can not be easily recovered from memory: it introduces the key handles. A key handle is a unique identifier for a cryptographic key. Since a key is associated with a specific algorithm, the keys are stored inside the driver of the algorithm they belong to. Upon their creation, a handle is associated with them. When the key should be used for encryption or decryption, only the key handle is passed to the algorithm driver. The driver then takes the correct key from a memory storage and uses it for the necessary operations.

The content of the drivers is not be described in the thesis, because it would require to reverse engineer them. The focus is rather their functionality as a black box.

2.4 Functionalities

The functionalities listed below represent the basic possibilities BestCrypt offers for a container. All of them can only be performed while the container is not mounted.

The mentioned functionalities are all connected with cryptography very tightly and are mentioned because the analysis examines them. BestCrypt offers more advanced functionalities like the key files mechanism or some special settings of the software itself. All these functionalities are described in the BestCrypt documentation [1], but since they are not important for the purpose of the analysis, they are not explained here.

2.4.1 Hidden containers

A hidden container can be understood as a container within another container. When the user is asked for password when mounting such container, he has two choices. If he enters the password for the original (outer) container, the container behaves just as expected and offers the content of the outer container. When the hidden container password is entered, BestCrypt recognizes it and mounts the hidden container. The data stored inside the hidden container is different from the data in the outer one. The outer container does not show in any way a presence of a hidden container nor that the container would contain some other key.

When a user would be somehow forced to give up the container password, he can give the password to the outer container. It will look like everything is in order and the intruder will not be able to get to the hidden container data or even find out if there is any hidden container.
2.4. Functionalities

The limitation is that once a hidden container is created, no data should be written into the original container. No one, not even BestCrypt, will have any knowledge of whether there is a hidden container, therefore its data cannot be protected. When writing into the original container, the data could overwrite the hidden data and damage them or destroy the whole container.

2.4.2 Re-encryption

BestCrypt allows the user to re-encrypt the whole container. Besides being able to change the algorithm and encryption mode, the user needs to choose a new password. The data will be kept unharmed, but probably needless to say that any hidden containers will be lost, since there is no way to protect them. For larger containers, this process may take quite some time, because the whole container needs to be encrypted all over again.

2.4.3 Password management

BestCrypt offers several ways to manage passwords. First of all, the list of information about all keys associated with the original container can be displayed. This information consists of their number, type and the key block size.

![Figure 2.6: Key map view.](image)

A password can be changed as well as removed, assuming the user has a password to access the container. New passwords can be added as well due the possibility of having multiple user accesses to the container data as mentioned earlier.
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### 2.4.4 Header encryption

Another feature related to cryptography is the possibility to encrypt the container header. The container files (as is described in section 3.2) have a part of its data decrypted by default. This part is called the header and BestCrypt uses it to identify decryption parameters and to find container files on disk.

The header gives away some important information and enables anyone to easily distinguish a container file from any other file. This functionality encrypts the header too, resulting in a container file consisting of what looks like random data.

### 2.5 Installation

There is nothing special about the installation process itself. Nevertheless, two things should be mentioned as they may not be expected

1. The drivers are placed into the Windows system directory
2. Drivers information is written into the Windows Registry Database

The algorithm drivers and the BestCrypt driver will require a system restart as well to be loaded into memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>display name</th>
<th>algorithm ID</th>
<th>key length</th>
<th>block size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDEA</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOWFISH</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOWFISH-128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPENT</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC6</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple DES</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOWFISH-448</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWOFISH</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Algorithm parameters from Windows Registry Database.

LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/Jetico/BestCrypt/Algorithms is the important registry key where BestCrypt stores information for algorithm drivers. The information consists of the service name (used when communicating with the driver), the display name, algorithm ID, key length and block size. Table 2.2 shows the most important information useful to further usage. Note that
on systems with active UAC the registry key is virtualized and therefore the location will be different.

2.6 Usage

![BestCrypt Control Panel](image1)

Figure 2.7: BestCrypt Control Panel.

![BestCrypt Container Properties window](image2)

Figure 2.8: BestCrypt Container Properties window.

This section briefly explains how to use BestCrypt. A BestCrypt Control Panel is the window that appears after running BestCrypt. Everything can be done via this panel. To create a container, use Container→New. In the Advanced options part of the first window to appear, the encryption algorithm and operation mode can be changed. Upon clicking Create, a password is requested. Again, under the Advanced options parameters related to
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the container protection (type, salt, hash algorithm) can be modified. Finally, BestCrypt generates a random seed by random key pressing or mouse movement.

The right part of the BestCrypt panel will show available containers. If the container to mount is not there, BestCrypt offers to let the user browse the file system and find it or let BestCrypt find available containers in a specified path. To mount a container, right click it and choose *Mount* or double click it.

Once a container is mounted, not much can be done besides manipulating and using its data. However, once it was dismounted, the user can right click it and choose *Properties*. That is an option that hides all the main additional functionalities like password managing, hidden part creation or re-encryption. For notes on how to use them please refer to the BestCrypt Container Encryption guide [1].
The BestCrypt Development Kit (BDK) [23] is a library Jetico released to enable anyone to verify the safety and correctness of BestCrypt. It contains the source codes of the key generation, the encryption and decryption processes and other useful information. Additionally, it contains important definitions of structures that are used to represent the container file data correctly.

That said, it is probably clear why the BDK plays a major part in understanding how BestCrypt containers work and how to use the container files. It is the main source of information about how the container is processed and it describes the details of transforming a password into a key. Therefore, this section is devoted to a deeper explanation of how it works and how to use it. Unfortunately, the BDK lacks some detailed reference or documentation. The help file associated with it uses links that are no longer active so one has to more or less rely on the source code comments that in some cases do not tell much.

It is important to mention right at the beginning that the BDK was released when BestCrypt version 8 was active. Therefore, containers created by a newer version of BestCrypt will not be acknowledged as correct. Keeping this issue in mind, Jetico offers an option to create version 8 compatible containers. When choosing a container password, the Advanced Settings allow the user to do so, as shown on picture 3.1. Version 8 compatible containers are also cross-platform compatible, unlike the newer containers, which makes them still useful for a variety of users; by no means can they be considered obsolete.

### 3.1 Installation

The zip archive containing the BDK can be downloaded from the official BDK website [23]. The archive contains two main folders. The first one, doc, contains the help file, but as mentioned earlier the links are no longer active, so it does not offer much. The second folder, sources, contains five folders of
source codes divided according to the area of usage. The description of what each folder represents can be found in the \texttt{readme.txt} file.

For building the library on Windows, the best way is to use the Microsoft Visual Studio solution \texttt{sources/kgghost.sln}. Simply build the solution after loading it. Administrator privileges are required, otherwise it fails with insufficient write privileges.

When the build finishes, the result can be found at \texttt{C:/Program Files (x86)/Jetico/BestCrypt}. Overall four files are created:

1. KGGhost.ilk
2. KGGhost.dll
3. KGGhost.exp
4. KGGhost.lib

The most important are the \texttt{KGGhost.dll}, which is the dynamic library that provides the BDK functionalities, and the \texttt{KGGhost.lib}, which is the import library for the DLL.

In some versions of Visual Studio the error "\texttt{cannot open include file afazers.h}" can appear. In that case the easiest solution is to add Microsoft
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foundation classes. This can be done by going to Control Panel → Programs and Features → Microsoft Visual Studio Professional → Change → Modify where the Microsoft Foundation Classes has to be added.

The BDK requires BestCrypt to be installed on the computer as well. BDK functions use the algorithm drivers and these need to be provided by BestCrypt. Besides the usage of the drivers, no other relation to BestCrypt has to be explicitly specified.

### 3.2 BestCrypt container structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>part</th>
<th>offset</th>
<th>field name</th>
<th>content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA BLOCK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>header</td>
<td>Basic container info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>704</td>
<td>reserved</td>
<td>Reserved area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>pool</td>
<td>CBC mode pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>key block area</td>
<td>Key blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container data</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>sector 1</td>
<td>Master Boot Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sector n</td>
<td>Last sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Container file structure scheme.

As mentioned earlier, BestCrypt creates the so called containers. Using the BDK, the overall structure of a container can be determined.

The table 3.1 shows the overall structure of the container file. The second part contains simply disk sectors one after the other in encrypted form starting with the Master Boot Record. Because the content of this part depends entirely on the data inside the container, nothing else can be said about it without decrypting it.

The first part, the DATA_BLOCK, contains all the necessary information about the container and its key(s). This structure is defined in the BDK as follows.

```c
struct DATA_BLOCK
{
  encBlock<dbHeader>,  header;
  BYTE reserved,1K[1024-sizeof(encBlock<dbHeader>)];
  BYTE pool[512];
  BYTE keyTab[10][256];
}
```

The first part is the dbHeader. By default, the header is decrypted, but BestCrypt offers a way to keep the header encrypted too. It contains mainly the encryption algorithm identifier, the encryption mode identifier and the hash algorithm identifier. The dbContInfo determines the offset of the beginning of the second part and its length within the container file.
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Since the BDK works with version 8, the only acceptable hash algorithm is SHA-256. The algorithms identifiers were listed in table 2.2 and the encryption mode identifiers are defined in the BDK.

```c
struct dbHeader
{
    BYTE busiedFlag[3];
    char signature[8];
    BYTE containerID[4];
    char busiedName[28];
    char volumeLabel[11];
    DWORD keyGenId;
    DWORD version;
    wchar_t description[descriptionLength];
    dbContInfo contInfo;
    DWORD contAlgId;  // Encryption algorithm
    DWORD encModeId;  // Encryption mode
    DWORD hashAlgId;  // Hash algorithm
    DWORD dbKeyId
}
```

The `keyMap` holds the used keys parameters. For each key it stores its size, type and a parameter. The type determines the encryption scheme. In this analysis, the password based encryption is the only acceptable scheme.

The `pool` of the `DATA BLOCK` is very important when using the CBC encryption mode. It is used to modify initialization vectors and also plays a part in sector decryption. Section 6.8.3 describes its usage in detail.

The third important field of the `DATA BLOCK` is the `keyTab`, which will be referred to as the key block area. It holds the encrypted key blocks for the keys specified by `keyMap` in the header. Each key block holds a key information structure and is explained in sections 4.2 and 4.3.

### 3.3 BDK and container files

One important thing needs to be mentioned here. The BDK does not change the container file in any way. In some cases it modifies the `DATA BLOCK`, but only in memory. That is why the `DATA BLOCK` is required as a parameter to many functions, as will be seen in the following section. When a function requests a container file name as well, it is because it will display a dialogue window and use the name to display what container it is dealing with.

An example can be seen when changing the container password. The BDK asks the user to enter current password, new password and changes it successfully by modifying the key block in the `DATA BLOCK`. But without actually rewriting the container file with the newly created `DATA BLOCK`, the change will not be promoted into the container file itself and the old password will be the correct one.
3.4 Functionalities

This section concentrates on what can be achieved using the exported functions. The BDK offers 18 exported functions. Not all of them are necessary for the purpose of the analysis and some have been left there for compatibility reasons.

The `CreateKeyHandle_V2` function serves many purposes. Using different flags, it can do the following:

- Create a new `DATA_BLOCK`
- Load and verify a key to a container
- View content of the key block
- Add, change or remove container password

This is the most important function for the purpose of this analysis since the encryption or decryption is done inside the algorithm drivers that are not available.

When loading and verifying a key, the whole key generation process is shown. One can see the key generation, the verification steps to ensure the key is correct, the final key check and the key creation. All these information are most useful and this function is used to describe the process in detail in chapter 4.

Creating a new `DATA_BLOCK` may be useful for better understanding of each field of its structure. When creating one, a new password needs to be specified, since it is in fact creating a new container. The cryptographic parameters are not requested by a dialogue, as they are when creating a container using BestCrypt, but rather retrieved from the parameters passed to the function.

Viewing the key block content means viewing how many keys of which types are associated with the container. Manipulating passwords can be useful to observe changes in the key block. It corresponds to the same functionality offered by BestCrypt in container properties described earlier.

The `DataBlockAllocate` and `DataBlockFree` functions can be used to allocate and destroy the `DATA_BLOCK` structure. These are simple functions to allocate and free the space for a `DATA_BLOCK`.

The `FreeKeyHandle` function releases the previously created key. It is done via sending the `IOCTL_PRIVATE_FREE_KEY_HANDLE` command to the algorithm driver. As mentioned earlier, BestCrypt does not keep keys stored in user space, but rather in the kernel space of the algorithm driver. Calling the `CreateKeyHandle_V2` returns the key handle; when destroying the key, the handle is passed to this function and the key is released and no longer available.

The `UpdateHeader` function encrypts or decrypts the header part of the `DATA_BLOCK`. This corresponds to the BestCrypt’s feature to encrypt the container header, so even the container information will not be visible. However,
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BDK requires the user to know the encryption parameters or try all the combinations manually in contrast to BestCrypt where this is done automatically.

The `CreateHiddenPartEx` is related to the hidden container functionality. It corresponds to creating new hidden part inside the container. The process is exactly the same as when doing this in BestCrypt. A seed is generated, new key is created from it and stored inside the `DATA_BLOCK`. No container file modification is done, therefore the hidden part will not really exist. It is important to note here that the `contInfo` in the parameters structure has to have the length set to 4096. The reason for this requirement is explained in chapter 4.

### 3.5 BDK sample illustration

To use the BDK in any application, just link the library to it. If the application should use the BDK structures as well, change the include directory to the root folder of the source codes.

A small program was developed to demonstrate the basic BDK usage. It offers the basic operations like key verification, password managing, header encryption or `DATA_BLOCK` creation.

One has to provide a container file created by BestCrypt as an argument. The program will not modify the file in any way, but will use it to load the `DATA_BLOCK`. The program simplifies the understanding of each specific parameter by deriving it from the container file and user input. The container file is not required for new `DATA_BLOCK` creation.
Key generation process

The key generation process is a process of creating a master decryption key from a password. Two main terms need to be understood regarding this process. The first term is the master key. That is the key stored in encrypted form inside a key block. It is used for the whole container data encryption and it can be recovered by decrypting the key block using the password key. The password key is a byte sequence generated from the password and the salt.

The BDK offers the CreateKeyHandle function that can be used to retrieve a key handle. The process includes the key generation so it is a great source of information for understanding how it works in detail.

First, let's examine the function's parameters. The hWnd is a handle to the parent window of the password dialogue that will appear. This is meaningless to the analysis and can be set to NULL. The text and caption represent strings that will appear in the dialogue window and have no greater meaning as well. The contAlgId defines the encryption algorithm. The createFlag determines what the function will do (see the BDK functionalities in section 3.4). The pDataBlock and pDBSize hold the DATA_BLOCK and its size. The pKeyHandle will contain the key handle if the function succeeds.

It may be noticed that in the function declaration here, a different parameter type of the parameters than in the BDK is used. The reason for it is that the sCKHParams_MP_AI is actually used, being a subclass of the original that was used in the previous versions. It is important that the parameters are filled with correct values, since the function relies on them.
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When the **CFLAG_VERIFY_AND_LOAD_KEY** flag is used, the function does the following:

1. Ask for the password to the container
2. Generate the password key
3. Decrypt the master key data using the password key
4. Verify that the process succeeded
5. Store the key inside the algorithm driver
6. Return the handle to the created key

Amongst the steps mentioned above, data integrity is checked multiple times. These steps are noted as well.

4.1 Password retrieval

There is nothing special about retrieving a password. The important part is the form the password must be transformed to afterwards. The password must be a big-endian widechar string terminated with a zero double-byte. That means, if the password is "abc", the retrieved password will take the form of byte array \[0x00, 0x61, 0x00, 0x62, 0x00, 0x63, 0x00, 0x00\]. The ending zero is regarded as a part of the password.

4.2 Password key generation

Password key is the first step. It is generated from the password and salt, but before going further it is necessary to clarify how the key block area works, so that we know where to find the necessary data and how to deal with it. When describing the **DATA_BLOCK**, it was explained that the header contains key blocks information. A password based key block has the following structure:

```c
struct PBE_KeyBlock {
    BYTE salt [8];
    encBlock< eKeyInfo > keyInfo;
};
```

The key block area consists of key blocks and random data. How do we tell which one is correct when there can be more of them? The function goes through all the key blocks and tries them all until all were tried or the decrypted data were correct. Why examine all the key blocks and not just the ones defined by the header? Because hidden containers keys are stored in key blocks too, but they are not mentioned in the header.

The length of the password key is equal to the length of the key that the chosen encryption algorithm requires with regard to the encryption mode.
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That concerns the LRW and XTS modes, because they use two keys. Both keys need to be retrieved, so the password key will have the length of a sum of both key lengths.

Let’s see how the key is derived. The salt is taken from the beginning of the password based key block. The diversifier string D is created. It is a 64 bytes long string of values 0x01. The salt string S is a 64 bytes long string of the salt bytes repeating until the required length is reached. Similarly, the password string P is also a 64 bytes long string, but consists of copies of the password. It is important to notice the format of the password described earlier and the fact that the ending zero double-byte is considered a part of the password. For more understanding refer to the images 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.

The S string is concatenated with the P string into the I string. The following operation is then performed.

```c
int c = (pwdKeySize + digest_size - 1) / digest_size;
Buffer A[c*digest_size];
Buffer B[v];
for (i = 0; i < c; i++) {
    BYTE *Ai = A + i * digest_size; //current position
    Ai = H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(H(( v
)

for (i = 0; i < v; i++)
    B[i] = A[i % digest_size];

for (j = 0; j < I.bufferSize; j += v)
    { // I[j] = I.buffer + j;
        I[j] = (I[j] + B + 1) mod 2^v
    }
}
memcpy(passwordKey, A.buffer, pwdKeySize)
```

This pseudocode is in a signified form, but the result is the same as should be. Buffer A holds the password key at current state, buffer B is used to modify the I string after every iteration. The main step is the first one where strings D and I are joined and their hash is calculated 256 times. This value is then stored as the current digest_size bytes of the buffer. Based on that, buffer B is created and the whole string I is modified by it for the next iteration.

If you want to look up the original password key generation process in the BDK, it is a function P12_producePseudoRandomBytes in the pkcs12_funcs.cpp file.
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4.3 Master key generation

Using the password key, master key can be obtained. To do that, the key information needs to be decrypted. It can be found as the `encBlock<sKeyInfo>` part of the `PBE_KeyBlock`. For the decryption process, the initialization vector IV is required. The IV is located in the `m_tail` field of the `encBlock<sKeyInfo>`.

```cpp
template < class TT > class encBlock
{
    TT m_body;
    BYTE m_reserved{ RoundTail( sizeof( TT ), DB_MaxEncBlockSize ) };
    EBTail m_tail;
}

struct EBTail
{
    BYTE m_digest[32];
    BYTE m_iv[16];
}
```

The IV is required for the decryption. It is stored in the `m_tail.m_iv` field in plaintext form. When decrypting the `encBlock<sKeyInfo>` structure, the IV is left out and the rest of the data is decrypted. After decryption, `m_body` contains the decrypted `sKeyInfo` that holds the key information. Besides the fields already understood, the master key itself can be found in the `key` field. That is the first time the master key appears in memory.

```cpp
struct sKeyInfo
{
    BYTE size;
    BYTE hashAlgId;
    DWORD keyAlgId;
    DWORD encModeId;
    dbContInfo contInfo;
    BYTE key [64];
}
```

Why is the container info here as well when it was already present in the `dbHeader`? Because the key could belong to a hidden part. If so, the container information would differ and hold the information where the hidden part starts.\(^1\)

4.4 Correctness verification

After this process, its correctness is verified. This is done by calculating the hash value of the `m_body` field of the key block and checking the value against the `m_tail.m_digest` field. Note that the latter was decrypted as well in the previous step. The used hash algorithm is the one specified in the `DATA_BLOCK` header. If the values match, the result is considered correct.

The BDK shows that a further verification using a verification block is used. That part is left out of the analysis, but can be examined using the library.

---

\(^1\)The hidden part key information will have the container length always set to 4096. That is how it is determined whether it is a key for hidden part in the BDK.
4.5 Key store

As mentioned earlier, BestCrypt uses key handles instead of plain text keys because of higher security. When the master key is successfully generated and classified as correct, the key bytes are sent to the algorithm driver and the key handle is created. The driver itself has the key stored and associated with the correct handle. The IOCTL_PRIVATE_CREATE_KEY_HANDLE command is used to create the key.

The only time the key exists in user mode memory is from its decryption by the algorithm driver until its correctness is verified and it is actually created. This approach prevents the necessity of creating an unverified and possibly invalid key and having to destroy it right after. The downside of it is that the key actually appears in memory, which could be avoided. The key info could be decrypted by the algorithm driver and the key stored immediately so only the handle would be returned and not the actual key bytes.

4.6 I/O commands

```c
BOOL DeviceIoControl(
    HANDLE hDevice ,
    DWORD dwIoControlCode ,
    LPVOID lpInBuffer ,
    DWORD nInBufferSize ,
    LPVOID lpOutBuffer ,
    DWORD nOutBufferSize ,
    LPDWORD lpBytesReturned ,
    LPOVERLAPPED lpOverlapped
);
```

Now when the whole process is known, let’s see how the I/O commands are used. The DeviceIoControl function takes the control code, input buffer and output buffer. Let’s examine how it is used during the two commands sent during the key generation – decryption command and create key command.

The IOCTL_PRIVATE_ENCRYPT_DECRYPT_V8 is used for the encryption and decryption. In BDK, the Alg_Decrypt function in the alg.cpp file executes the command along with correct data passing. The input buffer is used to tell the driver the encryption parameters. It contains mainly the requested operation id, the key handle, the IV and the operation mode. The output buffer contains the actual data to encrypt or decrypt.

The IOCTL_PRIVATE_CREATE_KEY_HANDLE is used for the key creation. In BDK, this operation is done by the Alg_GetKeyHandler function in the alg.cpp file. It is a bit different in this case. Both input and output buffers contain the same information. The data that are passed consists mainly of the key and key length.
Chapter 5

BestCrypt security

Now that the functionalities and their usage and limitations and container structure have been explained, let’s look at how BestCrypt provides the security it claims to offer. The security is evaluated based on the user interface and the actions are compared to the corresponding BDK source code whenever it is possible. All the analysed parts are related to cryptography.

Specifically, the covered topics are the password strength, the default cryptographic parameters, security against making the container data accidentally inaccessible, the password management and network communication. Random number generation is examined as well with regard to the BDK.

It is also important to mention that by the time the thesis was finished, the BestCrypt Control Panel version 9.02.9 and BestCrypt driver version 4.54 were the most recent software versions. The current version can be found in Help → About BestCrypt.

5.1 Default encryption parameters

The first possible weakness could lie in the default encryption settings. An inexperienced user who wants to create a container is not likely to change the advanced settings. Therefore, the security depends on the default settings and these should provide the ideal level of security. By default, BestCrypt offers the AES encryption in the XTS operation mode.

The default key generation parameters are hash algorithm Whirlpool-512 with 16384 iterations. Salt is 32 bytes long and is created randomly. These parameters are valid for the newest BestCrypt version. Since the thesis focuses on version 8, it is important to observe how this settings change when creating the version 8 compatible container: the only acceptable hash algorithm is SHA-256 and the only possible iterations count is 256 then.

The default encryption parameters change when the user changes them and clicks Create. After that, the software remembers the changed parameters
and offers them as default ones for future attempts. For ciphers that do not support the XTS mode, LRW is the default choice.

According to NIST password key derivation recommendations [24] from 2010, the password key length should be at least 112 bits long, salt should be at least 128 bits long and the iterations count should be at least 1000. Let’s observe how well are these conditions met.

Since all the encryption algorithms use keys at least 128 bits long (except DES, which is not available unless added manually), the first requirement is met, because the password key is of the same length as the encryption key (or double the size for the XTS mode). Note that the password key is the concern here and not the master key, because master key is stored encrypted while the password key is generated.

The salt is 64 bits long which does not meet the required minimum. However, the too short salt in version 8 does not represent a significant problem. The general purpose of the salt is that two users with the same password do not have the same password key (or password hash). This aspect is important in applications that expect a large amount of users to log in, but not in BestCrypt where a container never holds two matching passwords.

The iteration count represents a more important problem. The version 8 iteration count is 256, which is even less than the NIST document recommends as a lower bound. It was an issue in one of the TrueCrypt analyses mentioned in chapter 1 where the authors considered 1000 iterations insufficient and recommended 100000 iterations. 256 iterations do not represent enough security against current brute force attacks and the count should be increased.

To illustrate why this is a problem, let’s look at SHA-256 benchmark [25]. The data are to be represented as number of bytes that can be processed per second given the block size. The data to process at the beginning are at most $64 \times 3 = 192$ bytes long (algorithm with 32 bytes long key in XTS mode). If the speed should be for example 70 MB/s, the following calculation would apply:

$$P = \frac{70 \times 2^{20}}{2^{(192+255 \times 32)}} \approx 4394 \text{[pwdKeys/sec]}$$

This calculation corresponds to the algorithm presented in section 4.2. Note that this applies for situations where only one average computer is used to the brute force computation. If the password should be 8 characters long and consist only of the small characters of the alphabet, it would take at most $D$ days to crack it by such computer based on the following computation (key block decryption is not taken into account):

$$D = \frac{26^8}{3600 \times 24} \approx 550 \text{[days]}$$

Additional algorithms can be added using the BestCrypt Plug-in Manager. Simply select an algorithm and check the Use for new containers checkbox. The changes become visible after restarting the Control Panel. The security of such algorithms is left for the user to consider.
5.2 Password strength

Typical requirements [26] for password strength are that it has to contain at least one character from at least three of the following categories:

- Upper case letters
- Lower case letters
- A digit
- Non-alphanumeric characters

Additional requirements about the password length can be made as well. Usually the minimum password length is considered about 7 or 8 characters. Other well known requirements like the password age or password history do not apply to this kind of software. There is no password history kept nor any mechanism to determine the password age. These criteria apply to different type of applications.

BestCrypt requires the password to be at least 8 characters long and 256 characters long at most. This meets the typical requirements for password length. No shorter or longer password is accepted.

There are no requirements about the password form nor any indication about the password strength. It is left for the user to decide how strong
a password he wants to apply to the container. A password strength indica-
tion could help inexperienced users to create strong password, but it is just
a possible recommendation.

## 5.3 Password manipulation

This section focuses on how the password manipulation processes are done. It
examines how the access is verified and also observes how actions which would
remove all access to the container are handled.

![Figure 5.2: Warning when changing or removing a password.](image)

The first tested scenario is changing the container password. BestCrypt
warns user that changing the password does not affect the encrypted container
data. That means the container will not be re-encrypted. This is important,
because key block backups can be created and the container will still be ac-
 cessible using the backups (and therefore the old password). The warning
also prompts the user to re-encrypt the container manually to prevent any
unwanted access. This is a correct approach since it informs an inexperienced
user about the risk.

The same warning is displayed when the user tries to remove a password.
The reasons for it are the same. Nevertheless, what if the user decides to
remove the last password? That would mean that the container would become
accessible only using a key block backup if one was created. This scenario is
addressed as well and a corresponding warning displayed too.

BestCrypt does not allow two matching passwords associated with one
container. The reason for it is quite simple. The container data do not differ
when different passwords are used with the exception of hidden containers. So
BestCrypt checks whether the password the user wants to add is already in
use (by using it to decrypt all the key blocks and check if the decrypted data
correspond to a correctly decrypted key information) and if it is, it prompts
the user to enter a different one.
5.3.1 User Interface interaction

All these actions are performed from the Properties menu of the container the operations are to be performed on. It was already said that this can be done only while the container is dismounted. When the user opens this menu and performs any of the password operations, he is asked to enter a container password first. This allows BestCrypt to verify the access right.

BestCrypt drops the authentication confirmation when the user closes the Properties menu. When opened again, the password is requested once again. The second discovered case when the authentication is lost is when a successful password change is completed, regardless of the number of passwords present in the container.

This is a correct approach since it seems that BestCrypt does not store the authentication confirmation in memory which could lead to some possible issues regarding faking the authentication process.

5.4 Container Re-encryption

While BDK provides a flag that could be used to execute the re-encryption process, it does not do anything. On the other hand, since BDK does not change the container files in any way, this is a logical behaviour.

Re-encryption can be executed from the Properties menu. The user is presented with four possible changes (see image 5.4). That seems like a good approach since the user can see the current settings and choose to change only the ones he decides to.

The only issue is based on the fact that not every algorithm is supported in every operation mode. Imagine the situation where user creates a container with AES-XTS and then chooses to re-encrypt. He goes to the Properties option and chooses to change the AES algorithm to TripleDES. XTS mode is
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not supported for TripleDES algorithm, yet the settings allow such configuration. Upon clicking *Reencrypt*, an error reporting "*Undefined Key Generator Error*" appears. More thorough encryption settings validation could be performed here.

![Re-encryption settings](image)

**Figure 5.4: Re-encryption settings.**

When re-encrypting a version 8 compatible container it is important to check the compatibility creation checkbox when entering the new password, otherwise the container will be changed to a current version and will lose its compatibility.

The re-encryption removes all the previous passwords and creates a new one. That is the only way because BestCrypt does not store the passwords in plain form which would be necessary to re-encrypt the corresponding key blocks as well.

### 5.5 Hidden container creation

To create a hidden container, one has to have the administrative privileges. It is required for the first part of the process where BestCrypt obtains a map of the container’s free space.

The BDK can be used to observe where the hidden keys are stored. The idea is that passwords to the outer part are stored one after another from the beginning and the hidden part keys are stored at the end of the key block area. When the password is being checked, the key blocks are traversed from the first to the last one.

With that in mind, if a hidden container should be created using the same password used for the original one, the hidden container would become inaccessible. The password would be recognized as a password to the original part before it would even come to checking it against the hidden part one.

To prevent the problem, BestCrypt checks all the present key blocks and verifies that the password is not used already. If it is used, a warning is displayed, informing the user and requiring him to choose a different password.
This is the same approach as when the user wants to add a password that is already present in the container.

The same behaviour can be observed in the BDK. There is no difference to what BestCrypt does. No flaw considering the hidden part creation was found, but there is an issue connected with the hidden part existence. It is explained in section 5.6.2 in detail.

5.6 Random number generation

Random values are used in several scenarios. They are required when creating a new container to fill the empty key blocks, to fill the key blocks of removed passwords or to generate the encryption key upon container creation. It is important to ensure that the randomness is good enough to make any kind of attack based on it impossible.

5.6.1 Encryption key generation

First of all, let’s see how a master key is generated when a new container is being created. The first step is to generate a random seed. The generation reacts to the user’s mouse movement and keyboard input and based on it, random data are created. The user is allowed to see the generation progress. The BDK contains this process as well. The functions getRandomDlgProc and progressSubclassProc present in the GenerateSeed.cpp file prove that the generation really relies on user activity, which is a good source of randomness. A total of 128 random bytes is generated.

The master key is generated in the same way that a password key is, with three differences: no salt is used, the seed is used in place of a password and only one iteration is done. The result is the key used for the encryption.

Jetico confirmed that this is the approach in the current version as well, with only two differences: the seed is longer (1 kB) and user is allowed to stop the process. This can be confirmed in the user interface - the process takes longer than when using the BDK and the Stop button stops the generation.

One of the analyses from section 1 mentioned a problem in TrueCrypt when the user was not able to see the random generation process and could create a container with poor randomness. In BestCrypt, the generation process is visible, but stopping it could be harmful. The seed is initialized to zeros and then filled from the beginning as BDK shows. When the process ends (or is stopped), the remaining bytes remain zero. This can lead to insufficient randomness and a possible attack, because the seed (used as a password) would be very short. Combining this with only one hashing operation could lead to obtaining the master key without even knowing the password. Anyway, it is important to stress out that this does not affect the keys that were generated using enough randomness generation at all.
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This matter was brought to Jetico and they proposed a solution for the next release. The user will be able to stop the generation only after at least four times the key length bytes were generated. If the process is stopped, the rest of the seed will not remain zero, but will be filled using the same function that generates the password key. The source for the function will be the previously generated byte sequence. This solves the problem sufficiently.

5.6.2 Empty data initialization

When creating a `DATA_BLOCK` the `ShredData` function from the `Kblock.cpp` file is used. It is used as well when removing a password to wipe the corresponding key block.

```c
void ShredData (BYTE * data , int dataLength )
{
    srand ( (DWORD) time (NULL) ^ (DWORD) clock () );
    for (int i = 0 ; i < dataLength ; i++){
        data [ i ] = (BYTE) rand ();
    }
}
```

That is not the correct way to initialize data. There are many sources [27] claiming that the `rand()` function does not meet the requirements for a secure pseudo-random number generator. The period is $2^{32}$ at most, which is not sufficient compared for example to the Mersenne Twister algorithm [28] that has the period of $2^{19937}$.

The performed analysis discovered that this usage allows an attack. The attack does not lead to getting unauthorized access to the container data, but it allows to determine whether there is a hidden part inside the container or not. That violates the principal idea of a hidden part, because it should not be possible to detected its existence in any way. Let’s see how the attack works.

The key is not marked in the key block header, but it is stored encrypted in the key block area. The idea how to keep it safe is that an encrypted key is not recognizable from random data of the empty key blocks. However, using `rand()` allows an attacker to distinguish an empty key block from a stored encrypted key.

The `rand()` implementations differ, yet all of them allow $2^{32}$ possible seeds. Using `srand()` the seed can be set. The attack looks like follows

```c
for ( seed = 0 ; seed < UINT_MAX ; seed ++){
    srand (seed );
    for (i = 0 ; i < sizeof(keyBlock) ; i++){
        if (keyBlock [i] != (BYTE) rand ( ) )
            break ;
    }
}
```

However, Mersenne Twister is not a cryptographically secure pseudo-random generator either.

This is called Plausible deniability

---

2However, Mersenne Twister is not a cryptographically secure pseudo-random generator either.

3This is called Plausible deniability
5.6. Random number generation

Figure 5.5: Result of the attack on the ShredData function. The container contains one normal and one hidden key and the existence of a hidden part key is discovered.

If for any seed the key block matches the pseudo-random byte sequence, it almost certainly does not contain a key. Each number of the rand() sequence depends only on the previous one (seed in the case of the first number). Therefore, for every sequence there is a seed that can generate it. This is the reason why this attack works. The only problem could be with the rand() settings, but trying all does not increase the computation complexity.

This issue was brought to Jetico as well and they changed the empty blocks filling in the same way as the seed generation – using the same function that generates the password key. The source for the function will be a combination of system time and clock, which is similar to the current seed used for srand().
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5.7 Network connection

Observing BestCrypt behaviour regarding any network communication is important for assurance that container information is not being sent anywhere. This analysis observes network communication during container creation, its password manipulation, changing its name or location and deleting the container. Wireshark [29] was used as a tool to monitor the network traffic.

It should be mentioned first that BestCrypt works perfectly fine without any active internet connection. While this provides some assurance, it is not possible to conclude that no network communication would be done if a connection were available.

However, based on performed scenarios and the network traffic observations it is safe to say that BestCrypt does not communicate anyhow over the network. All the scenarios were tested while the traffic was being monitored and no communication was discovered.

5.8 Security conclusion

Let’s summarize what this part of the analysis has achieved. BestCrypt security was tested. The focus was on the parts of the application related to cryptography. The analysis was done based on the user interface and the BDK was used whenever possible.

The analysis found no issues regarding the password manipulation. The password strength requirements are low, yet this does not lead directly to any issue. It could be helpful to add some password strength notification in some future release.

More serious problem was found regarding the hidden parts. It was discovered that currently the existence of a hidden part can be proved or disproved due to insecure empty key blocks filling. That stands against the main idea of it. A specific guide on how to reveal such information was presented, implemented and tested. The issue was consulted with Jetico and the authors acknowledged it and prepared a solution for the next release. The solution was presented as well and evaluated as sufficient.

A possible problem was found regarding the premature stopping of the seed generation process. The seed is initialized to zeros, so stopping the process too early could result in insufficient randomness and lead to attack on the encryption key itself. This problem was brought to the authors as well and in this case a solution was offered too. This solution was presented as well.

The analysis found no backdoor or suspicious behaviour in the areas it tested. No network communication was discovered during the container’s manipulation and modification.

As a side effect, it was verified everywhere where it was possible that the BDK corresponds to what BestCrypt does.
To verify the cryptographic correctness, the key generation and data decryption have been implemented without using the BestCrypt algorithm drivers or any BDK functions. The process helped to really understand all the ideas behind the BestCrypt principles. All the basics of the created program and how it works are presented in this chapter as well as all the modifications that are required for correct behaviour but may not be obvious.

In chapter 1, some of the analyses used the source code to analyse the cryptographic processes and did not implement their own version of them. The reason why this is not a possible approach with BestCrypt is that the BDK contains source codes for the important parts of the application, but the whole software cannot be built using it. Therefore the analysis can not just rely on it without verifying that the code corresponds to what BestCrypt and the algorithm drivers do somehow.

Re-implementing the encryption and hashing is the way to do so. The first step is to verify that the independently implemented key generation process generates the same key as the BDK. If this step is done, the second step is to try to decrypt the actual container data. Actual container data decryption is not documented in the BDK and relies on different verification mechanisms.

### 6.1 Covered areas

Two main areas need to be implemented independently to enable the cryptographic processes to work correctly – decryption and hash functions. Only the SHA-256 hash function is necessary for previously mentioned reasons. As for the encryption algorithms, all of them are well known and well documented so many cryptographic tools offer them for use.

All the three supported encryption modes are well known as well. The
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problem is that since most of the tools focus on network security and the XTS and LRW modes are used mainly for disk encryption and almost never for network communication, almost no tool offers them. Since it would leave out two of the three supported modes, only the LRW mode was left out since it is older than XTS and in most cases XTS replaced it.

Due to issues not directly related to the analysis, the GOST algorithm is left out. All the remaining algorithms were tested.

6.2 Used tools

OpenSSL [30] is probably the best known cryptographic tool. However, it offers only AES-XTS encryption and several algorithms with the CBC mode, but using it would not cover even a half of the algorithm and operation mode combinations that BestCrypt offers.

Crypto++ [31] is used as the reference cryptographic library instead. None of the other well known cryptographic libraries provides all the required algorithms. Crypto++ is widely used [32] and very easy to use in any application.

TrueCrypt source codes [33] are used for the XTS mode implementation. While this approach may seem to be improper, it causes no issue. While the TrueCrypt implementation of the operation mode is used, encryption and decryption is done using Crypto++ and the XTS code only controls the whole encryption process. To ensure its correctness, AES-XTS from OpenSSL was used to verify that both implementations yield the same results.

The BDK is used only for the structures it offers that are necessary to represent the DATA_BLOCK and the key block. The structures could be re-implemented too, but it would not make any difference.

6.3 Program setup

A few things may be required to modify in the Project Properties to make the program work. First of all, the BDK must be added to the include path in order to use its structured. However, it does not need to be linked since none of its functions is used.

Next, Crypto++ needs to be linked. It is compiled as a static library and it needs to be added by setting path to cryptlib.lib in Linker → Input → Additional Dependencies.

All the required files are included in the project. It is just necessary to verify that the paths are correctly set before using the program.
6.4 How the program works

Now that the preliminaries are completed lets see how to use the program. It requires two parameters – a container file and a correct password for it. The container file is not changed in any way. It is used only to read the DATA BLOCK from and use it to generate the key.

Using it, the program tries to generate the key and decrypt the container data. The result is not a container that can be mounted using some appropriate tool, but a decision whether the data is correct or not.

The third parameter is an optional one. If provided, the program assumes that BestCrypt is installed and the container is mounted as the device specified by the parameter. The program then opens the container as a device and reads its data. Since this operation is intercepted by the BestCrypt driver, the received data are already decrypted by the corresponding algorithm driver. These data are used for further verification of correctness by comparing it with the independently decrypted data.

The program accepts all containers encrypted by any of the algorithms and encryption modes mentioned. The algorithm parameters are the same as the BDK or BestCrypt define them. Hidden container keys are recognized as well and DATA BLOCK headers can be decrypted. Only the containers created to be version 8 compatible are supported.

6.5 Key generation

The first necessary thing to implement is the key generation. The whole process corresponds to the one used in the BDK. The password the user enters is transformed to the correct form and the password key is derived from it. The password key generation can be found in the PasswordKeyGeneration.cpp file as the generateKeyFromPassword function.

When generating a password key, the only thing that has to differ is the hashing. The SHA-256 hashing is implemented in CryptoFuncs.cpp file as the hashSHA256 function. The password key length has to be calculated with regard to the algorithm (based on the algorithm key length) and the operation mode (XTS mode requires key size doubled).

The master key decryption is a bit simplified compared to the BDK version, because not all of the verifications and complex operations are necessary. In fact, only decrypting the sKeyInfo part of the key block is required. The hash digest is then verified to ensure the master key correctness.

Containers with multiple passwords are supported as well. As the BDK does, the implementation also iterates over all the key blocks and tries to decrypt them with the password key. The program detects hidden part keys too, but does not decrypt its sectors since they are not of the same form
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Figure 6.1: Correctly decrypted sKeyInfo data. The fields are marked red and the master key content green.

as in original containers. The master key generation can be found in the MasterKeyGeneration.cpp file as the retrieveMasterKey function.

To determine whether the key belongs to the normal part or the hidden one, one has to look at the container offset and length present in the decrypted key information. If the length is 4096, it is a key to a hidden part and the offset tells where it starts. The data at this offset do not represent a Master Boot Record, but an allocation map containing the locations of the hidden part sectors.

6.6 Container data decryption

With the master key, the actual container data can be decrypted. The data are to be interpreted as 512 bytes long disk sectors starting with the Master Boot Record. Each sector has been encrypted separately using the algorithm and encryption mode specified by the header. That way it is possible to use the transparent encryption approach mentioned earlier, because it is easy to decrypt or encrypt only a part of the data and leaving the rest untouched.

The program does not go on with decrypting the whole container. It is sufficient to get the information from the Master Boot Record, the Partition Boot Record(s) and check whether they are valid either by guessing by the look of the data, or by comparing it to the correct data if BestCrypt is available as well. Sectors from the beginning, middle and end of the partitions are compared with the real ones if the third parameter is supplied to further verify it matches.

This process is not described in the documentation or anywhere else. Communication with Jetico was the only source of information on how to decrypt the sector data. In some cases some modifications are necessary to enable a proper decryption. All of them are mentioned later on. The sector decryption code can be found in the SectorDecryption.cpp file as the decryptSector function.

Let’s see how to represent the data. This is not a BestCrypt specific approach, but it is important to know how to retrieve the interesting sectors. When decrypted manually, the Master Boot Record is in the form where
6.7 Verification steps

There are a few verification steps to decide, whether the data we work with are correct or whether an error occurred or the password is invalid.

The first step of the verification lies in ensuring the master key is correct. This can be done after the key block decryption. Since it cannot be simply compared to the correct value, the same verification as in the BDK is used. The hash of the decrypted data is computed and compared to the requested value contained in the key block.

The Master Boot Record is checked by verifying the correct signature and by verifying the partition list holds plausible information. There is no other
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way to be sure the data are correct without analysing the boot code.

The Partition Boot Sector(s) are checked by verifying the signature as well. Besides that, the file system type is verified. The only two possibilities are NTFS and FAT. BestCrypt offers to format the container after its creation and lets the user choose the file system type.

When BestCrypt is available and the container mounted, the further verification is done by comparing the blocks in memory. Since the first sector read from the container as a device will be the Partition Boot Sector, the Master Boot Record can not be checked the same way. Besides that, sectors from the beginning, middle and end of the container are compared as well to further ensure correctness.

6.8 Necessary modifications

Now that the principle of the implementation was introduced, let’s see what steps are necessary to take that are not obvious, but are essential for the program to work correctly. None of the modifications mean that the BestCrypt algorithms would differ from its official definition. Some of them are mechanisms applied on top of the decryption and some require to alter the IV.

6.8.1 Correct data form

Not all the algorithm drivers expect data in the same form. Passing the correct data in a wrong form to the driver will result in incorrect decryption.

All of the tested algorithm drivers request little-endian data form, except for Blowfish-448. The Blowfish-448 algorithm driver requires big-endian data, so before passing it to the driver, it is necessary to swap the data to big endian (if not swapped already) and similarly swap it back after decryption. According to Jetico, the CAST and IDEA algorithm drivers expect the same data form.

6.8.2 The IV for key block decryption

The initial vector in the key block is 16 bytes long, though it is used in different ways based on the used algorithm or the encryption mode. Note that this is the IV for the key block decryption, not the IV for sector decryption.

First of all, in any case only the first 8 bytes are used. Since the IV needs to be the same size as the block the cipher uses, it often needs to be prolonged. When using the XTS mode, it is simple. The first 8 bytes are used as the first part and the rest are zeros. The IV represents the ‘sector number’ in the meaning of the operation mode even though it is no sector.

This is different if the CBC mode is used. The first 8 bytes are used in the same way, but are copied as the second 8 bytes as well.
The Blowfish-448 algorithm requires big-endian data, so the IV has to be in the correct form. Table 6.1 should clarify this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 AA BB CC DD EE FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTS</td>
<td>00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 00 00 00 00 00 00 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 00 11 22 33 44 55 66 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFISH-448</td>
<td>33 22 11 00 77 66 55 44 33 22 11 00 77 66 55 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Key block IV forms.

The different approaches to the IV form may be confusing, but hopefully the table helps to understand how to set the IV correctly. Since some algorithms use the 8 bytes long blocks, only the first 8 bytes are used. This is the only necessary modification regarding the key block decryption IV specifically.

6.8.3 The pool usage

There is the field pool of the DATA\_BLOCK that has not been discussed yet. It is used when decrypting a sector using the CBC mode regardless of the algorithm and when decrypting a container header. It has two usages.

The first usage is simple. After the decryption is done, the result is modified by the pool using XOR. Since the pool is 512 bytes long, there is no confusion with this.

The second usage is to modify the IV. When decrypting a sector in XTS, the sector number is used as the IV. In CBC, it is the same, but the IV is further modified then. An offset in the pool is obtained and the IV is modified by a part of the pool. The following code shows how it is done.

```c
void transformIV(BYTE *iv, BYTE *pool){
    unsigned int offset = (iv[0] & 0x3F) * 8;
    for(i = 0; i < 8; i++){
        iv[i] = iv[i] ⊕ pool[offset + i];
    }
    memcpy(iv + 8, iv, 8);
}
```

As the code shows, six bits of the sector number determine the offset in the pool and the IV is then modified by the following 8 bytes. After that the second 8 bytes are the copy of the first 8. No further modifications need to be done in the CBC mode implementation. The usage for the header decryption is the same.

The whole pool is used and an overflow is not possible, because

\[0x3F × 8 = 63 × 8 = 504 = 512 − 8\]
6. Cryptographic processes re-implementation

6.8.4 XTS modification

A slight modification has to be done to the XTS mode taken from TrueCrypt source code. Besides having to retype some variables because of the lack of TrueCrypt definitions, there is one more important issue. The original code decrypts data blocks 256 bytes long. After each 256 bytes it increases the sector number and decrypts the following 256 bytes. Since the sectors are 512 bytes long, the result would be wrong. It was verified that the first 256 bytes were being decrypted correctly while the second 256 bytes were not.

The modification lies in increasing the block count for one iteration. When doubling it (modifying from 16 to 32), everything works exactly as meant to. How the resulting code looks can be seen in the decryptXTS function in the CryptoFuncs.cpp file.

This is only a TrueCrypt’s implementation specific feature. It does not mean that the BestCrypt’s implementation of the XTS mode is incorrect.

6.9 The implementation results

The previous sections explain how the created program works and what modifications are necessary. This section summarizes what the program was used for and what were the gained results.

Containers using all the possible combinations of algorithms and encryption modes were created using BestCrypt. All of them were tested with the program except the ones using LRW operation mode and the ones that use the GOST algorithm. All the test containers were version 8 compatible.

The program was able to successfully retrieve a master encryption key for every tested container. In all cases it was able to decrypt the data part of the container and conclude that the data were correctly decrypted. All of the containers were mounted and then their data were read. Even in this case the data matched.

Based on the previously obtained results it is safe to conclude that all the drivers representing the tested algorithms work correctly and yield the expected results. The SHA-256 hash algorithm was used for password generation and therefore the BestCrypt version of it works properly in all tested cases. With regard to the necessary modifications that were provided by Jetico, it is also safe to conclude that both XTS and CBC operation mode work correctly in all tested cases.

Special features were tested as well. A container containing multiple passwords was successfully decrypted using all of them (all of them resulted in the same decryption key). A hidden key was correctly identified in the key block of a container with a hidden part. The header of a container with an encrypted header was successfully decrypted using the correct password and encryption parameters.
Besides that, in all the possible cases the program results were compared with the ones provided by the BDK. It is safe to say that in these cases the BDK shows the same behaviour that BestCrypt has.

To conclude it, the analysis found nothing suspicious about the algorithms, encryption modes and hashing processes that would result in any strange behaviour. The algorithms work exactly as they are required to by their specifications.
Impact evaluation

This chapter summarizes all three parts of the analysis and compares the results to what Jetico claims. The analysis focused on key generation, security evaluation using the user interface and the BDK and cryptographic processes re-implemention and verification. Relevant security claims are taken into account, commented on and compared with the analysis.

7.1 Data leaks prevention

The authors claim that there is no way to access the data without having the correct password or key. That part is true considering that without having the password, the key can not be generated and without having the key the container data can not be decrypted.

The authors do not mention how hard it would be to gain this information using some sort of attack. The analysis concluded that the key generation process itself is secure, but the iteration count 256 is too low and should definitely be increased to prevent possible brute force attacks. It concerns the version 8 compatible containers only, but since they are used for cross-compatibility as well, they should be secured as well. The possible solution with keeping the compatibility with older versions could be to separate the version 8 and cross-platform compatibility.

7.2 Transparent file encryption

According to Jetico, the container data should be accessible transparently by any application after verifying the access. This was confirmed during the re-implementation phase of the analysis. The container was opened as a device after being mounted by BestCrypt and the data read from the container were already correctly decrypted, yet the container file remained unchanged, so the data inside remained protected.
The way how it is done in theory is described in section 2.1.

7.3 Strong encryption algorithms

BestCrypt should use strong and verified encryption algorithms with the largest possible key size and utilize the XTS encryption mode when possible. This claim was verified by the implementation part of the analysis. Since BestCrypt utilizes encryption via algorithm drivers, the algorithms were independently implemented and tested.

In all cases the results matched and the analysis concluded that the algorithms work properly as their specifications require. Minor modifications were necessary to enable correct decryption in all cases, but none required to change the algorithm logic. These modifications can not be found anywhere in the documentation nor the BDK. Jetico was the only source of how they work and when they are used.

7.4 Improved security in new key generator

The authors claim that the iterations count was increased. The truth of this was verified using the version 9 to create containers. The higher iteration count solves the problem that was discovered in version 8 where the iteration count is just 256. This count is too low and enables a brute force type of attack.

The random seed was increased from 128 B to 4 kB. The ability to stop the process was added as well. Possible protection weakness based on stopping the generation too early was discovered. The authors acknowledged it and proposed a solution.

7.5 Hidden part security

The BestCrypt documentation states that "The potential intruder cannot prove whether an additional (hidden) container exists or not: the information stored in the hidden container is regarded as random data." [1]. This claim was shown to be incorrect.

The analysis found out that the empty key block filling is not done properly and enables an attack to discover the hidden key(s). The attack was presented, implemented and tested. The results proved that this is an issue.

The problem was brought to the authors and they acknowledged it and prepared a solution for future release immediately. The solution was found sufficient.
The thesis focused on BestCrypt Container Encryption by Jetico Inc., a software designed for files encryption. That is achieved via creating containers protected by passwords, that are used as virtual drives that files can be stored in. The thesis presents a security analysis of this software to determine whether it is safe to use or not.

The whole analysis was done with Jetico’s approval. Many issues were communicated with them throughout the analysis and they were very responsive regarding any problem or help request.

Different analyses of a similar software TrueCrypt were presented. Each analysis represented a different approach that a security analysis can take. The approach that this analysis took was determined from a combination of the presented ones.

Unlike in the case of TrueCrypt, Jetico did not make the source code publicly available. Instead, they created a library, the BestCrypt Development Kit, to enable anyone to do their own security examination. Both BestCrypt and BestCrypt Development Kit were described in detail along with necessary information about their usage, functionalities and features. In the case of the BestCrypt Development Kit, a sample program to show how to use it correctly was created.

After the initial necessary software introductions, the first important part of the analysis was done. The process of how a cryptographic key is generated from the password was examined and explained in detail. This process is a necessity for any further actions. The process consists of two parts. In the first part the so called password key is derived from the password and in the second one the corresponding data are decrypted using the password key to retrieve the master key, that is used for the actual container data encryption and decryption.

The second part of the analysis focused on BestCrypt itself from the user’s point of view. Since the whole application can not be independently built, the analysis chose a different approach. It tested all the actions (password chan-
Conclusion

In this part of the analysis, two flaws were discovered. The first one is connected with the hidden part functionality. It was discovered that an unsafe approach was used to fill the empty key blocks upon the container or key block initialization. This enables an attack that is able to determine whether there is or is not a hidden part in the container. Since this stands against the idea of hidden parts, it presents a serious problem.

The second problem was discovered in the random seed generation. The process is based on user’s mouse movement and keyboard clicks, which is a correct way to gain randomness. However, the process can be stopped. Stopping the process too early can result in an insufficient randomness and could lead to a possible attack.

Both these problems were brought to the authors. They acknowledged them both and prepared a solution for them. These solutions were mentioned as well and considered sufficient by the analysis.

In the last part of the analysis, ensuring the proper behaviour of the used algorithms and encryption modes was the focus. The key generation process and the container data decryption were implemented independently of BestCrypt using Crypto++, an independent cryptographic tool to do so. BestCrypt realizes encryption and decryption by algorithm drivers, so it was important to verify that the algorithms work as they are supposed to.

This part of the analysis tested two of the three operation modes and all but one algorithms. Using created sample containers it verified that all the algorithms work properly. The encryption modes are used correctly as well and the hashing is done right too.

The analysis did not discover any sort of a back door nor any way that could lead to container data leakage. Besides the mentioned issues regarding the random number generation, no problematic parts were identified.

The data are protected by strong algorithms that work properly and no way how to bypass them was found. No backdoors were found either. The master key generation process is secure, although the iteration count for the version 8 containers definitely should be increased. The issues with the seed generation and the data initialization were promised to be fixed in the next release. To conclude it, BestCrypt can be considered secure once the mentioned issues are fixed.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

AES  Advanced Encryption Standard
BDK  BestCrypt Development Kit
CBC  Cipher block chaining encryption mode
DES  Data Encryption Standard
LRW  Liskov, Rivest, Wagner encryption mode
XTS  XEX with tweak and ciphertext stealing encryption mode
APPENDIX B

Contents of enclosed CD

- readme.txt.......................... CD contents and usage
- programs............................ the programs used for the analysis
  - BestCryptAnalysis .......... the main analysis program files
  - BestCrypt_RandAttack....... the hidden part attack program files
  - BDK_usage.................... the program illustrating the BDK usage files
- libs.............................. the tools used for the analysis
  - BDK................................ the BDK compilation result
  - source.......................... the BDK source code
  - CryptoPP........................ the Crypto++ compilation result
  - source.......................... the Crypto++ source code
- containers.......................... test container files
  - containers_info.txt.......... test container files parameters
- src................................. source codes
  - thesis.......................... LaTeX source codes of the thesis
- text................................ the thesis text
  - thesis.pdf...................... the thesis text in PDF format